SPAIN | GIPUZKOA - SAN SEBASTIAN

Hotel Villa Soro
A GRACEFUL BOUTIQUE HOTEL IN A
19TH-CENTURY TOWNHOUSE

V

illa Soro is a charming boutique hotel located in an immaculately
renovated 19th Century stately home, declared a Historical Heritage
Building of Donostai / San Sebastian. Set on a privileged elevated
position, Villa Soro is just a short walk to the old town and Zurriola

beach - popular with surfers. It is also a short walk to the world-class restaurant Arzak.
Built in 1898 as a family home, the house retains all the splendour, warmth and homeliness of its privileged origins. Astately entrance with parquet flooring, a grande staircase
and a stained-glass panel in the ceiling bearing the coat of arms of the family that once
lived here greet guests upon arrival. To one side, a log fire welcomes you in the graceful
sitting room and to the other is a cosy bar. Gardens specially designed by the French
landscape designer Ducasse encompass the hotel. The 25 elegant and spacious guest
rooms, consisting of 16 standard double, 1 single and 8 superior (luxury villa), are
equipped with all the essentials, whether it be a romantic getaway, family holiday or
business stopover: individually controlled air conditioning, international TV, Nespresso
machine, high speed internet and DVD players in all rooms. Bedrooms also feature a
minibar with courtesy soft drinks, Molton Brown toiletries, bathrobes and slippers.
Room service offers a short and exquisite menu with high-quality dishes that reflect the
rich culinary tradition of San Sebastián, available from 7pm. Active guests have access
to a small well-equipped gym, or can explore San Sebastián by bicycle courtesy of the
hotel. Villa Soro has a meeting room with state-of-the-art facilities and also offers the
possibility to privatise other spaces in the villa’s public areas - ideal for cocktail parties,
weddings, or company events. Airport transfers are on request.

Hotel Villa Soro,
www.villasoro.es
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